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 SUMMARY

This paper gives an overview about a model-based design flow for FlexRay based time-triggered control systems in 

Matlab/Simulink as it was used in an evaluation project at FORD motor company. First a system model is developed as 

the basis for the following description of a design flow and validation steps. In the conclusion part the findings of the 

evaluation team and the results of the discussion with the development team are described.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Ongoing evaluation projects in the automotive industry are researching new architectures for electronic networks. 

The current state-of-the-art technology, high speed CAN reaches its limits in terms of bandwidth and acceptable com-

munication latency. FlexRay is evaluated broadly as an alternative communication technology. while bandwidth and 

determinism requirements are met by FlexRay, the time-triggered nature of FlexRay introduces new challenges for 

design and implementation of applications. Especially, the design and validation of time-triggered applications imposes 

a fresh set of questions to be answered. On the other side such time-triggered or synchronous applications provide a 

solid model for efficient high performance time critical control systems.

This paper discusses a model-based approach for design and validation of time-triggered synchronous applications 

based on Matlab/Simulink and the EB Simtool blockset that was taken by the Ford Motor Company evaluation team. 

The main task of the validation project was to demonstrate a time-triggered distributed control system design with 

in-cycle response transactions over FlexRay using a "Model to Target Code" Development Environment.

 

2.  SYSTEM DESIGN AND VALIDATION

The master class of distributed real-time systems are high performance closed loop control systems. The quality of 

such control systems are strongly influenced by the cycle time of control value update and the dead time between 

reading the system state and applying a new control set value. while constant dead times can be handled in control 

theory quite well, variations in dead time lead to immediate decrease of control quality.
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  2.1  System Model

The system designer of a control system seeks to find an appropriate control cycle time as well as to reduce 

the variation in the dead time to a minimum. An ideal system design for such a control system is a synchronous 

system. Every activity in such a system is triggered by a globally available time base according to a well designed 

master schedule, such that each result of one process is received by the subsequent process without unneccessary 

delay. Components involved in such a system are application processes (task), driver software (driver) and the 

communication system (network). The challenge is to find an appropriate master schedule and to validate it for 

a given control application against resource conflicts, race conditions and on the other hand inefficient chains of 

producing processes and consuming processes.

At the task level this means to determine the period of repetition as well as the offset of activation inside the period. 

Additionally the designer has to deal with the duration of execution of the task. The worst case execution time (wCET) 

is the formally correct parameter to determine the longest possible execution of a task. For a synchronous system 

the designer has to assume this duration in order to define the starting point of the subsequent task or driver start 

point in the cycle. As a prerequisite it is assumed that the wCET of processes is strictly bound (no infinite loops, no 

recursions, no blocking system calls, no busy waiting...). 

At the driver level it has to be ensured that the driver does not queue data unnessessarily as well as that the driver 

processes all data produced by a predecessing process immediately for transmission or reception. Driver execution 

has to be aliged to the FlexRay communication schedule such that communication controller buffers are filled and 

read without loosing data and without missing transmission slots on the FlexRay bus. Since these jobs are usually of 

linear type the wCET of a driver execution is boundable.

At the network level, FlexRay takes care of synchronous transmission. This is good news, since many drawbacks of 

existing CAN based systems are ruled out by the communication technology itself. Especially the variation in the 

communication duration of a message is reduced to practically zero.

At the system level there is another vital constraint. The operating system has to be configured such that the 

execution cycles of the tasks and the drivers are synchronized with the cycle of FlexRay. This is a duty of a special OS 

sync handler component. Failure to establish this phase synchronization has to be handled by the error handling of 

the system.

It is evident that the cycle length of the tasks, drivers and the FlexRay communication cycle need to be integer 

dividers of the respective others such that the control loop cycle is a power of 2 multiple of the FlexRay cycle with  

a maximum of 64 FlexRay cycles inside one control loop cycle.



  2.2 System Design

In the Matlab/Simulink tool the first step of modelling is the creation of the application functions, e.g. control func-

tion, sensor reading, actuator output as well as system state management or error handling at system level using 

standard onboard blocksets.

At Ford Motor company a validation project targets on the evaluation of the methodology based on a system layout 

shown in the following picture. The system consists of 5 FlexRay ECUs and one CAN ECU executing a demonstration 

application designed for evaluation of expected system requirements.
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Finally, it can be shown that the worst case closed loop control signal response time for a flexray time triggered dis-

tributed system can be guaranteed to be no greater than the period of the task where the signal originated assuming 

all other tasks in the distributed chain of tasks are of the same or faster periodicity. The test model and closed loop 

response demonstration  described in the paper is based on this assumption.
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 In the first step the demonstration system architecture was transfered to a Matlab/Simulink Model structure shown in 

the following picture. High level system blocks were created based on the criteria of function execution period as well 

as ECU assignment of function subsystems. The Simulink subsystem blocks were filled with the functional application 

model.
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At this level a basic validation of the control function as well as the plant simulation can be done, however 

with still very abstract properties like, zero communication delay, zero execution time. In this stage of valida-

tion and simulation the periodicity of application function execution is derived from the general simulation 

settings or the function block settings. The properties of signals exchanged between blocks is derived from the set-

tings inside the Simulink function blocks or eventually existing conversion blocks. The following graph shows a simula-

tion run on this basic model indicating, as expected no significant delays or quantization effects. However, at this level 

the basic operation of the algorithms and the data transfer can be checked and validated.

Simulink
native

simulation



In the next refinement step Simulink signals are replaced by Simtools signals allowing for a much more precise 

specification of the signal properties at application level and at network level since usually a conversion takes place 

between the two domains in order to save network bandwidth. The transport of Simtools signals is facilitated by 

Simtools network blocks that take Simulink signals as input for transmission and output for reception. Network 

blocks are responsible for the simulation of network communication. Each Simulink signal can be annotated with an 

individual transmission cycle and offset. The specifications of the Simtools signals are stored in a separate design 

database. Alternatively the signal specification can be imported into the database from a FIBEX file created by an 

external tool.
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The simulation engine of the network blocks supports several different modes of simulation. The most 

general one is the simulation of network communication data exchange but still with zero network drivers 

and transmission delays. 

At this point the simulation does not take into account the frame slots assignment  and the TX/RX communication 

tasks schedule times relative to the application task and signals availability. The major global paramter used is the 

period of signal update between sender and receiver. At this level of simulation the signal delays introduced by the 

application functions distribution across multiple tasks can be observed assuming zero delays in the data transport 

mechanism. 

Global
timing

simulation
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In the Ford demonstration system all function blocks were already sorted into high level function blocks according  

to their period of execution as well as their ECU assignment. This step is shown in the following picture.

The activation timing of function subsystem execution is modelled by inserting triggered subsystems and their 

controls blocks. The period and the time offset are set according to the application requirements. These two 

parameters are vital for the timing inside the synchronous system design. These parameters are automatically 

recorded in the design database. These triggered subsystems form the executable processes of the future ECU. 
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 2.3 Hardware Architecture Design

The Simtools blockset provides a GUI to specify the hardware architecture by means of ECUs, networks and communi-

cation controllers. This information is stored in the design database. with ECUs available, the Simulink model can be 

annotated with ECU assignment blocks. These blocks determine at which ECU a simulink block will run. Once placed in 

the model the ECU block defines that this block and all subsystems below are assigned to this ECU. A function can be 

easily moved from one ECU to another ECU by removing the old ECU block and placing a new one. These assignments 

are reflected in the design database.

This is the final state of the hardware independent model. Further refinements require the specification of hardware 

as well as network properties. with these refinements  a much more precise validation of the system can be done by 

including the effects of network communication drivers task scheduling and network configuration assignments to 

simulate end-to-end transmission delay and transmission sequence in the simulation environment.  

 2.4 Network Configuration

The FlexRay network specification process takes the requirements of control system timing, physical layer 

para-meters, bandwidth of system services (network management, transport protocol,...), fault-tolerance and 

robustness parameters into account. It results in a specification of the FlexRay TDMA pattern with static slots, 

dynamic slots, frame length and cycle length. The Simtools GUI supports the input, calculation as well as validation 

of the Flexray parameters.  Per FlexRay slot one or more frames can be assigned and activated via frame triggerings. 

Inside frames the Simtools signals of the Simulink model are positioned as the final step of the network scheduling 

process. 

FlexRay
bus

timing
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After finishing the network configuration the resulting network schedule can be loaded into the tool for simulation. 

with this annotation added, the simulation of Simtools signal communication takes the FlexRay Bus Schedule defined 

timing for each signal instead of only the application tasks timing of the global timing configuration used before. This 

results in an even more precise simulation of the communication timing effects, especially for system designs where 

in-cycle responses are required. The network configuration can be imported into the design database from a FIBEX file 

as well as the design created inside Simtools can be exported to FIBEX.

In the Ford project this simulation mode was used to validate the design of the FlexRay network schedule as well as 

the layout of the task timing for the demonstration system. It was possible to verify major elements of the design, 

especially the closed loop communication between multiple ECUs. The graph below shows the closed loop timing delay 

of 3 ECUs in the system. ECU1 transmits SourceSignalA (red) in a static frame. SourceSignalA is received by ECU2 and 

retransmitted to ECU1 and ECU5. ECU5 then retransmits SourceSignalA to ECU1. The blue and green traces show a 5ms 

signal delay as seen inside ECU1. 
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3. SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT

After a successfull system design and validation the Ford project required a prototype implementation of the main 

functionality. The steps from the plain PC simulation to a real-world hardware prototype is described in the following 

sections. The major part of the deploment work is done by the EB Simtarget blockset.

 3.1 Configuration Driver

The communication driver middleware with its position between application tasks and network needs special care for 

configuration. The driver does the packing and unpacking of signals from frames, handles the buffers of the network 

controller and supports the consistent access to all signals from one transmission on the FlexRay bus. These opera-

tions must be aligned to the timing of the application tasks as well as the timing of the frame transmission on the 

network. with the Simtools this configuration step is semi-automatic, such that the design engineer places commu-

nication tasks in the task schedule of the OS and the driver configuration wizzard places all fitting operations in the 

tasks based on a next-cycle response scenario as a first proposal. Later these settings are tuned or manually modified 

to meet the scheduling timing for the case of in-cycle response requirement. This was the final step of system design. 

The next step handles the generation of the target code.

 3.2 Code Generation and Deployment

The code generation process integrates the embedded coder product from The Mathworks for application code gen-

eration, a code generator for the driver code and a framework for the generation of the OS configuration and target 

adaptation code. For the generation process the tool creates a separate ECU model for each ECU, starts the code 

generation process for the application and driver configurations. It also generates the target make files for the make  

and build process. 

For deployment the built code can be downloaded to a target, currently either the EB 6100 prototyping hardware or a 

Freescale PowerPC 5567 system. The EB 6120 box is natively supported by the Simtarget generator. Additionally to the 

FlexRay blocksets from Simtools, Simtarget provides Simulink configuration blocks for the CAN interfaces, analog IO, 

digital IO and optionally PwM output. 
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 3.3 Design Validation

The overal validation of the time-triggered system design can be broken down in two procedures, first to vali-

date the assumptions about worst case execution times of a processes and second, to validate the end-to-end 

timing of the in-cycle transactions.

The first step of the design parameter validation is the measurement of the run-time of code generated application 

tasks and driver tasks. Currently this has to be done manually by explicit measurement. The results of such measure-

ments have to be compared with the assumptions about the wCET made in the earlier design phase, when creating 

the timing layout for example in-cycle response transactions. Design corrections may be required after this validation 

phase. Handling of this wCET is currently a manual process giving a high grade of control to the system designer, how-

ever there is space for improving this design and tuning process.

In the second step the Ford team validated the end-to-end delays of a signal value transmission over 3 ECUs by meas-

uring the time until a signal value update propagates through the transaction. It was possible to show the the system 

design kept the desired response times. The graph below shows the intermediate ECUs signal delays and the complete 

closed loop signal delay (5ms) across the real flexray network with the target ECUs on a yellow board. This observed 

delay is consistent with the PC simulation results and the expected results based on the system design.

Hardware
based

validation
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 3.4 EB Simtools

The following picture gives a short overview about the EB Simtools product and the elements referenced in the  

sections before. 

 3.5 EB 6120

The following basic information describes the EB 6120 prototyping platform for Simtarget deployment:

•	 Powerful	Compact	Hardware	Suited	for	Automotive	Environments

•	 Reliable	high-quality	ODU	connectors

•	 6,5V	…	30V	/	-30°C	...	+70°C

•	 IP65	housing

•	 2x	FlexRay	E-Ray	Controller

•	 2x	CAN	Controller

•	 400MHz	power	PC	MCU

•	 Ethernet	and	USB	interface

•	 4	analog	inputs

•	 4	digital	inputs

•	 4	digital	outputs

•	 FPGA	for	customer	specific	extensions

•	 optionally	housing	with	automotive	ZIF	socket	and	plug
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

After a successfull system design and validation the Ford project required a prototype implementation of the main 

functionality. The steps from the plain PC simulation to a real-world hardware prototype is described in the following 

sections. The major part of the deploment work is done by the EB Simtarget blockset.

 4.1 Conclusion of the FORD team

In a real time distributed control system function elements of a control algorithm may be placed in different ECUs 

which are interconnected by a communication system. The communication network becomes a shared resource that 

introduces additional delays in the data exchange beyond the delays of the application tasks and communication 

drivers. In this paper we outlined the work Ford Motor Company has been doing in investigating Flexray based time 

triggered architecture system development in a model to code development environment. we have summarized the 

approach in the design steps and tests performed to verify the design from the system model to target code in hard-

ware on a yellow board. 

Several conclusions have been drawn from the experimental work. Due to the complexity of a Flexray System a model 

based approach is highly recommended. Although the tools are still in their evolutionary stages, relatively speak-

ing, they very quickly allowed the team to develop target code and leave more time for experimentation rather than 

manually writing code for the targets. The Elektrobit tools are already equipped to seamlessly handle application 

tasks, communication tasks and network configuration and scheduling for the case of next communication cycle data 

exchange. The scheduling complexity of in-cycle closed loop response is a lot more challenging and has to be config-

ured manually in the tool. This places a huge burden on the developer to formally verify the global scheduling that 

spans as many as 8 ECUs in our case. we hope to see future enhancements of the global scheduling to include in-cycle 

response and scheduling verification in the simulation environment.

 4.2 Additional considerations and recommendations

Customer feedback and internal discussions lead to the following considerations of the EB team about improvements 

of the product.

In the early design phase of a synchronous system many assumptions about wCET timings have to be made. A struc-

tured way for dealing with wCETs should consist of two elements, first a strategy to handle the need for non pessimistic 

wCET estimations and second a way to efficiently measure real-system wCET values. A proposal for the strategy was 

developed in a meeting between EB and FORD teams. 
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The selected wCET estimation includes a fraction of possible execution times, e.g. 99,99% of task executions, result-

ing in a realistic wCET estimation but leaving a certain probability that a task misses a deadline. In the running system 

such a deadline violation is detected by an explicit monitoring mechanism, which triggeres an error handling function. 

This error handling function is part of the triggered subsystem block and modelled together with the function itself.  

In the simulation and validation phase it can be determined by a simulation parameter, if, how often or when the error 

handler simulation is activated, allowing for a structured testing of the error handling in an early phase. 

The wCET measurement could be solved as additional debugging & trace component of the operating system.  

This component allows the measurement of the wCET and statistical calculations.

Another important finding was that the network simulation mode requires additional parameters in order to do valu-

able simulation and validation. The major finding was that currently there is no efficient way to configure the simula-

tor for each signal or groups of signals individually. Furthermore is was found that the simulation engine needs to 

simulate not only the point in time of transmission but also the transmission delay befor the new value gets visible at 

a receiver side. Very helpfull would be, if this transmission duration is configurable individually per receiver, reflecting 

different configurations in the receiver communication stack.

Another significant feedback of the customer was the lack of some consistency checks in the tool. while the FlexRay 

parameters are checked very intensively, the design information of application tasks and driver tasks is not yet 

checked. Several consistencies could be checked and reported, e.g. an application task overlaps with the subsequent 

driver task, or a driver task overlaps with a sending slot of the network. 
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